
 

Bad decisions and the temptation of easy money cause problems for hustler-hero Jack Hustle. After winning a multi-million
dollar bet, his life is forever changed when he learns that the casino he's worked at was actually owned by organized crime.
Now, with mafia assassins breathing down his neck, his only hope is to get to the bottom of the complex scheme and expose it
before it destroys him and everyone he loves. If you like crime stories with lots of twists and turns, this film is for you!
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"The film is getting some great reviews. Check them out on Google, IMDb and other sites. It seems like the movie is doing very
well." April 6, 2014 -"Hustle & Flow" was selected for screening at the 2014 Urbanworld Film Festival in New York City even
though it was an independent film. The festival specializes in films that take place in urban cities throughout the world. The film
festival took place from June 24–July 4, 2014. April 11, 2014 - Hustle & Flow was a select film at the 2014 Pan African Film &
Arts Festival in Los Angeles, California. The film festival took place from April 10–17, 2014. August 7, 2014 - The film
received an honorable mention at the Harlem International Film Festival in New York City for Best Feature Film. The film
festival took place from August 6–14, 2014. 

DIRECTOR'S STATEMENT I believe that Hustle & Flow is my most mature work to date. This is evident in several ways. The
script is layered, with the plot twists and turns you would expect in a good crime drama. There are also enough characters to
allow for individual development. I know that you watch films to see interesting characters; especially when they are in life-
threatening situations. But if you’re not careful, your film can be full of people who you feel like you’ve met before except their
names are changed. They may even have similar looks or hairstyles. Unfortunately, I’m guilty of this myself at times—because
it’s usually easier than creating unique characters who sing, dance and act. Hustle & Flow also has a lot of action and gun fights.
This is because that’s what I live for in films. Gun fights and car chases are the best; especially if we can learn something from
them. So, rather than limit myself to one or two gun fight scenes, I decided to do a scene where everyone is armed and there’s a
shootout.
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